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A high-priced Hollywood call-girl gets set up on a bad date by her transvestite madame, gets bitten

by a zombie, and then seeks out vengeance on those who wronged her! Cartoon grindhouse action

abounds â€” with voodoo queens, zombie convicts, and crooked LAPD! The sold-out and out-of-print

first volume gets re-mastered, with a new cover, deleted scenes, and more!
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I love this Comic. I really didnt think I would like it very much. The art in the book is beautiful. The

story is really kinda funny. Its one of my go-to reads when i am having a hard day, sit down with a

drink and enjoy a funny comic. You do have to be careful of the comic covers if you have small kids

around. I have a comic box that my kids are allowed in at any time, I dont care what they are

reading as long as they are reading. This is NOT that kind of comic. This is the kind to keep up on a

shelf and away from young kids. I dont know that I would even let a 14 year old have it. I am very

excited to get the next vol. It im sure will have just as wonderful art as this one and maybe even

more of a plot. If you are unsure of the content of this comic, you should look into getting 1 on this

issues not the whole volume. This way if you dont like it your are only out 3.99 .

I really wanted to like this series. Zombie Tramp is such a cute character and I wouldn't mind a

middling story if there was good art or a lovable character. First off the art is pretty bad, this is some

first attempt at a web comic level stuff, most frames have blank white backgrounds, and there is



virtually no shading or perspective to the illustrations.The story is as bad as the art. There really isn't

any story here. Zombie tramp dies, zombie tramp kills. That's it, there are basically no plot

developments, everything is horribly rushed, this story could have easily been 50% longer and just

felt like a first timers attempt at writing a plot.The characters are boring. I really wanted to like Janey

and Xula but Janey has no personality traits at all and Xula is just kill, kill, killFan Service was poor

too. I mean you don't expect a lot going into this story, but even the fan service was totally lacking.

The blocking unpolished art does little to excite or entice and the lack of nudity really makes you

wonder what was even the point of this book after the art and story failed so miserably.If you want a

pulpy action comic there are plenty of choices like 100 bullets. If you want a sexy comic thats light

on story there are plenty of hentai manga.

I was going to give it 4 stars because it's too short, but the story is worth the five stars.It's difficult to

write a review for a story this short, it's pretty much just 4 comic books that go pretty fast. In this

story you'll feel like siding with zombies (or Janey). Also, Mendoza's art is great, definitely a unique

style that matches the story very well. This story is more like a funny backwards version of "The

Walking Dead" than "Black Kiss" or "Nancy in Hell".Note: This "New Printing" is for volume 1, which

came out originally in 2010 and 2013, this new printing is a reprint of the 2013. You might want to

wait for the volume 2 (it's on sale right now, but there are ton of misprint copies out there)

Said it was volume 1, when in fact it was vol 3. Other than that everything was great

Spoilers ahead.Janey Belle is just a high priced Hollywood call girl who makes the wrong decision

when she chooses to help out her Madame, George. When George is arrested, Janey is asked to

spend a night with Sheriff Rudolph in exchange for George's freedom. Except the sheriff wants

more than to spend a night with Janey; he also wants to feed her to his zombie son, Jason. Janey

wakes up from the encounter a zombie herself, and bent on getting revenge against the people who

caused her to die... and become reanimated. Aided by the Voodoo Queen Xula, Janey visits her old

madame and then the sheriff, each one in turn satisfying the rage of betrayal and abuse in Janey.

She possesses some interesting abilities, too, which I very much liked about the story. For example,

Janey, if she loses a part of her body, can replace it with someone else's part. It was amusing to

see her tear an arm off and stick it on her own body. And, it seems that each night Janey must sleep

in the ground, and once she awakens she is regenerated. The book art is a gorgeous scheme of

bold black, white, red and grey. I love the style of art that Mendoza is gifted with because it is sexy



and yet still grotesque. Highly recommended to people who like horror comics, or just zombies in

general.
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